
   Northolt   High   School  

Scheme   of   Learning  
 

 
Year   group:  

Year   7  

Term:   

Autumn  

Unit   duration:  

8   Weeks   First   half   term  

Number   of   lessons:  

15   +   one   revision,   one   exam   and   one   feedback   lesson  
at   the   end   of   the   unit.   

Unit   title:  

World   Geography   and  
Map   Skills   

Assessment   outcome:  

A   short   answer   exam   assessing   the   knowledge   and   skills   covered   in   the   unit.   

Fertile   question?   

Why   do   we   need   to   know   where   places   are?  

Key   skills/concepts/knowledge   that   students   should   cover   Start  
RAG  

End   
RAG   

Literacy.   Key   vocabulary/subject  
terminology   that   students   should   cover  

1. Continent  
2. Latitude  
3. Longitude  
4. Grid   Reference  
5. Scale  
6. Contour   lines  
7. Ordnance   Survey  
8. Spot   height  
9. Triangulation   Pillar  
10. Cross   section  
11. Compass   rose  
12. Map   symbol  

1. To   be   able   to    label   the   continents   and   oceans   of   the   world    on   a   world   map   and    correctly   locate   the   equator .  
2. To   be   able   to    use   lines   of   latitude   and   longitude    to   locate   different   places   in   the   world.  
3. To   be   able   to    orient   oneself   with   an   Atlas .   
4. To   be   able   to    read   and   use   a   compass    and    use   compass   points   to   describe   locations   and   directions   on   a  

map .   
5. To   be   able   to    locate   London    on   a   map   of   the   UK.  
6. To   be   able   to    read   and   give   four   and   six   figure   grid   references .  
7. To   be   able   to    read   and   use   a   scale    (scale   bars   and   ratios).   
8. To   be   able   to    read   contour   lines   and   spot   heights    and   use   them   to   identify   areas   of   flat   and   steep   land.     Use  

contour   lines   and   spot   heights    to   draw   cross   sections   of   landscapes.  
9. To   understand   and   view   an   Ordnance   Survey.  
10. To   familiarise   oneself   with   the   common   symbols   used   in   an   OS   and   use   them   to    identify   physical   and   human  

features .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stretch .   Key   skills/concepts/knowledge   that   students   should   cover  

1. Be   able   to    locate    all   countries   on   a   world   map.  
2. Be   able   to    create     their   own   four   figure   and   six   figure   grid   references .   
3. Be   able   to    produce   their   own   plan/map   of   somewhere   using   a   scale   they   have   created .   
4. To   be   able   to    orient   themselves   to   an   OS   map   and   use   all   skills   (compass,   grid   references,   scale,   contour   lines   etc)   to  

describe   a   journey.  
5. To    link   how   places,   people   and   the   environment   link   together.   

 

 

 

Suggested   materials   teachers  
could/should   use  

1. KS3   Geog   1,   2,   and   3  
2. Lessons   in   KS3   folder  
3. Hodder's   Progress   in   Geography  

Textbook  
Key   home   learning   tasks   students   should  
complete  
To   be   included   in   each   lesson   provided   by   SL  
and   set   at   the   end   of   each   lesson.  
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